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EXTENDED ABSTRACT 
For burns patient range-of-motion rehabilitation, remedial exercises play a very 

important part (Edgar & Brereton 2004; Rrecaj et al 2015). Vision based sensors have 

been successfully used for motivating patients to perform these exercises (Mousavi & 

Khademi 2014; Perry et al 2014; Voon et al 2016). Particularly important with burns 

patients, visual sensors as a means of control eliminate the need for controller 

dysinfection. Virtual reality technology has also been applied to rehabilitation as a 

means of distraction from pain and discomfort (Holden 2005; McSherry et al 2018; 

Sharar et al 2008). 

This paper presents the initial stages of a project which combines these two 

technolgies, to create an immersive game-like environment to both distract from 

discomfort and encourage rehabilitation. A game-like robot hospital will encourage 

patients to perform their range-of-motion exercises via them helping/repairing virtual 

robots. However, the goal of our research is for effective vague gesture control. 

Gestures may be vaguely detected due to reasons such as: patient injuries inhibiting 

the enaction of gestures; bandages or compression gloves/suits interferance; the 

inacuracy of vision based sensors (Hondori & Khademi 2014); and the loss of fidelity 

when detecting appendiges like fingers beyond a fairly short range (Ma & Peng 

2018). These reasons can lead to visual gesture detection lacking clarity, thus 

becoming vague. 

In typical visual gesture recognition, gesture images are examined in isolation from 

other factors. To help clarify poorly detected hand gestures, multi-scale gesture 

detection (Neverova et al 2013) can be used, where hand gesture recognition is 

combined with body gesture recognition. We take this further by using extra 

environmental and situational information to help clarify gesture recognition and 

provide better gestural classification. The approach being taken is to use these 
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additional factors to make predictions via the use of temporal machine learning 

(Koppula & Saxena 2015; Sadegh et al 2017; Shi et al 2018). Past performance 

(training data) can be used to generate action-sequence modelling. The modelling of 

past action-sequences can then be applied to currunt actions to provide a prediction of 

a future gesture before it is completed. In essence, the system has an understanding of 

the scene, which enables it to better determine what an enacted gesture may be. 

While the aim of this paper is to clarify vaguely detected gestures, if a gesture can not 

be determined to any decernable degree, the system may still recommend a gesture 

based entirly on prediction. This would be akin to a person making assumptions about 

the actions of others. For a non-critical rehabilitation system, this is acceptable. The 

machine learning components will additionally incorporate feedback to allow the 

system to also react to a patients progressive recovery. Working with occupational 

therapists, it is expected that real patients will be eventually used to validate the 

system as a remedial tool. A gesture recognition system that can seemingly 

understand imperfect gestures in a way that matches human expectations, may help 

the developed gamified rehabilitation tool become more versitile and rewarding to 

use. 
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